Naya Raipur Declaration on Creating and Sustaining SPOs as
Knowledge Institutions of Excellence
Applicable to all State Planning Organizations (Units)
Please send in your feedback through the following options:
qAcceptance of the Declaration(In principle)
q Suggestions for changes and modifications (if any)
Please mail your options and suggestions at the following mail id spcchhattisgarh@outlook.com

We, the Representatives from State Planning Organizations, assembled in Naya
Raipur on 22nd November 2016 to support and strengthen state planning bodies
at all levels, to discuss and coordinate areas of mutual interest and develop
framework for future cooperation in the field of planning process.
We recognize that planning continues to play a critical role in a rapidly evolving
national and global context - and State Planning Organizations must be equipped
with intellectual, financial and support services to serve as the government’s think
tanks to help societies to deal with the opportunities and crises that may arise in
future.
We are tasked with designing strategic and long term policy and programme
frameworks and initiatives – at multi-levels of the programme cycle – planning,
budgeting, implementation and monitoring – and a continuous feedback loop.
.

Evidence-based research and advocacy are important think-tank functions, and we are
expected to provide advice and encourage partnerships between key stakeholders and
‘think-tanks’. We partner with experts, practitioners and others to create a knowledge,
innovation and entrepreneurial support system, promote convergence across sectors
and departments and maintain repository of research
on good governance and best practices.
We welcome the global and national consensus to achieve SDGs by the year 2030.
These goals require converged planning and efforts by concerned Departments of
the Government. State Planning organizations can assist to shape and update
thinking of internal and external agencies engaged in SDGs implementation
framework.
The conclave proposes
advocacy for institutional reforms for building SPOs as
knowledge institutions of excellence and creating platform network among SPOs and
NITI Aayog to encourage open access to best and replicable practices of policy
making

